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Chapter 681: Enraged Xuan Zun (6) 

 

In the blink of an eye, more than half of the Wu Clan members had been killed. The members of the Wu 

Clan who wanted to sneak away, on the other hand, were caught by Leng Ruoxue’s beasts lying in wait 

for them. Naturally, they would die as well. After all, Leng Ruoxue was well aware of the principle of 

elimination lest they become hidden danger down the road. Her principle was to either not kill, or 

complete elimination! 

“Leng Ruoxue, I won’t let you off!” Wu Ming looked at the dead clansmen and elders in front of him, his 

eyes bursting with hatred and bloodlust! However, in the battle with him, Wu He wouldn’t give him the 

chance to do so, and directly used a wind blade to finish him off! 

At the same time, the other elders and Wu Clan members were also eliminated one by one… 

After the battle ended, Feng Zhan and the other beasts cleaned up the battlefield very consciously. After 

that, a few fire phoenixes spat out a stream of Nanling Li Fire and burned the City Lord’s Estate to ashes. 

“Master, these are the spoils of war.” A few storage rings lay in Charm’s furry little paws. It handed them 

over to Leng Ruoxue as though she was presenting a treasure. 

“Okay.” Leng Ruoxue took the ring and passed it to Qing Jue. She then hugged the small and cute charm 

in her arms. 

“Cute Master!” Baby also jumped into Leng Ruoxue’s arms and found a comfortable position to lie 

down. 

Feng Zhan, not wanting to be outdone, also took one of Leng Ruoxue’s shoulders. 

Seeing this, Leng Ruoxue felt a headache coming on. She quickly placed the other beasts that were 

staring at her into her bracelet. 

“Xue’er, the Martial Immortal City is now ownerless. Should we send someone to take over?” Wu Xu 

suggested. 

“Why send someone to take over?” Leng Ruoxue asked in confusion. Uh! She had no intention of 

guarding such a lousy city! 

“This city is also our spoils of war! If you don’t send people to take over, before long, there will be other 

forces coming to fight for it. After all, there aren’t many ownerless cities in the Vast Heaven Continent 

now. Furthermore, it’s such a large city. How can others not want it?” Wu Qing said with a smile. 

“Then let the Luo Family send someone to take over!” Leng Ruoxue said after thinking for a while. What 

he said made sense. There was no need to let someone else take advantage of the city she conquered! 

After all, the Luo Family were her servants. 

“Yes, the Luo Clan is very suitable. The Luo Clan’s Luo City is only a day’s journey away from here.” Wu 

Tian nodded in agreement. 



“Feng Zhan, make a trip to the Luo Clan! We will wait for you outside Martial Immortal City.” Leng 

Ruoxue glanced at Feng Zhan who was standing on her shoulder. 

“Alright, Master.” Feng Zhan nodded his head before gently flapping his wings and disappearing into the 

sky… 

After Feng Zhan sent the message, Leng Ruoxue and the others left Martial Immortal City under the 

terrified gazes of the citizens… 

A day later, the news of the Wu Family being exterminated and Martial Immortal City changing owners 

spread throughout the entire Vast Heaven Continent. The names of Leng Ruoxue and the others also 

truly began to become known by people. In an instant, Leng Ruoxue, who had always been very low key, 

also entered the sights of the various major forces. 

According to what the witnesses said, the battle that day was obviously one-sided. Because under the 

super strong firepower of Leng Ruoxue and the others, the Wu Clan had almost no chance to retaliate… 

Luo City. 

After flying for nearly a day, Feng Zhan finally arrived in Luo City. 

Luo City was much smaller compared to Martial Immortal City. It was also not as prosperous. 

“Old man, how do we get to the City Lord Manor?” Feng Zhan flew straight to an elder selling items and 

asked politely after entering Luo City. 

“Turn left ahead. You’ll reach there after walking two streets.” The old man raised his head and looked 

at the little red bird that was shining with light in front of him with slight surprise. “Uh! Is this bird a 

Legendary Beast? It actually know how to ask for directions. It’s really too smart,” he muttered to 

himself. 

It was also fortunate that Feng Zhan didn’t know how to read minds. Otherwise, she would definitely be 

depressed after hearing the old man’s thoughts. 

“Thank you!” Feng Zhan thanked him before vanishing with a swish in front of the old man. 

“Ugh! This little bird is so fast!” The old man muttered to himself. After that, he foolishly looked in the 

direction where Feng Zhan had vanished and didn’t come to his senses for a long time. 

In the City Lord Residence. 

At this moment, the upper echelons of the City Lord Residence were gathered because of a shocking 

piece of news. 

In the conference room, the ancestor of the Luo Family sat on the main seat. He looked at the elders 

below him and remained silent for a long time. 

“Old Ancestor, is this news be accurate?” The Great Elder of the Luo Clan asked in disbelief. His slightly 

turbid eyes were filled with suspicion. 

“First Elder, this news is definitely accurate. This matter is no longer a secret in the Vast Heaven 

Continent right now,” another elder said. 



“Ancestor, if this is true, I feel that we should have made preparations earlier. There are definitely many 

aristocratic families who want a share of the loot now. We shouldn’t let go of this opportunity. After all, 

this was obtained by our master. Therefore, it’s only right for us to go! We can’t let others benefit from 

it.” The Great Elder analyzed. He didn’t want to miss this opportunity. 

“You want to recognize this master now?” The Luo Clan’s Old Ancestor, who was sitting at the head of 

the table, lightly raised his eyelids and said indifferently. Hmph! These old foxes, when they knew that 

his son had acknowledged them as master, they were all frightened. They even forced him to imprison 

Luo Xian and his sons as punishment. However, when they heard that their cheap master was actually so 

powerful, they wanted to admit it again. Hmph! How could there be such a beautiful thing in the world! 

A person who could destroy the Wu Clan just like that, how could he be controlled by others? 

“Uh! Didn’t we not know that Master was so formidable?!” The Great Elder said somewhat 

embarrassedly, his face turning red. 

“Yeah! Old Ancestor, if we can have such a valiant master, then our Luo Family can also do whatever we 

want in the Vast Heaven Continent in the future,” an elder said with a chuckle. 

“Don’t dream too early. From what I know, this master doesn’t want to acknowledge us.” The Old 

Ancestor reminded them. 

“Uh! Ancestor, then we have to perform even better.” First Elder hurriedly said. 

“Reporting to Old Ancestor, there is a little red bird outside that wants to see Patriarch..” At this time, a 

guard came to report. 
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“What little red bird?” The ancestor of the Luo Clan frowned and asked in confusion. A bird actually 

wanted to see his son. What was going on? 

“Uh! That little red bird said it was here to deliver a letter,” the guard said honestly. Although he also 

found it a little unbelievable, it was the truth! 

“Invite it in!” The Luo Clan’s Old Ancestor said after pondering for a moment. 

“Yes!” the guard replied, then turned around and left. 

Before long, the guard returned with a small fiery bird. 

The Luo Clan’s Old Ancestor raised his head and carefully sized up Feng Zhan. The doubt in his heart 

grew heavier and heavier. Uh! What kind of beast is this? It has a phoenix crown on its head, its feathers 

are fiery red, and its body is burning with flames. People who first saw it would definitely think that it 

was a firebird, but he didn’t think so. However, he didn’t think too much about it. 

As for Feng Zhan, it was also observing the so-called Patriarch of the Luo Clan. This old man looked to be 

in his early fifties. His facial features were very handsome, and his eyes were bright and full of spirit. His 

strength was passable as well. He was a Mystic Emperor. Uh! However, where was the Patriarch of the 

Luo Clan? Why was the Old Ancestor of the Luo Clan in charge now? He was puzzled. 



“You’re the person in charge of the Luo Clan?” Feng Zhan observed for a long time before speaking. 

“I am indeed.” The Old Ancestor of the Luo Clan said. He was getting more and more curious about this 

little red bird. 

“Where’s Luo Xian?” Feng Zhan asked curiously. 

“He has something on now, so I will be in charge of the Luo Clan for the time being.” The Old Ancestor 

said. 

“Oh, my master sent me to deliver a letter.” Feng Zhan said calmly. 

“May I know who is your master?” The ancestor of the Luo Clan asked. 

“Leng Ruoxue.” Feng Zhan chuckled. The moment its words left its mouth, the Earth Emanations Pavilion 

Luo Clan’s Old Ancestor and all the elders in the hall stood up in unison. 

“Is Master doing well?” The First Elder of the Luo Clan asked excitedly. 

“Of course!” Feng Zhan said. At the same time, it couldn’t help but feel uneasy in itsheart. Wasn’t that 

unnecessary talk!? 

“May I know what instructions does Master has for us?” The Old Ancestor of the Luo Clan asked calmly. 

In fact, his heart was beating like a drum. 

“Master has ordered you to manage Martial Immortal City.” Feng Zhan did not beat around the bush 

and said straightforwardly. 

“Really? Master is wise!” All of the elders were overjoyed. 

“There’s no need for all of you to be so happy. Master just doesn’t want the fruits of her victory to be 

taken away by others. With your strengths, it’s difficult to say if you’ll be able to defend it or not. 

Moreover, there are still some remnants of the Wu Clan that you have to annihilate. Otherwise, even if I 

give Martial Immortal City to all of you for free, all of you can only dream of it.” Feng Zhan reminded. It 

wasn’t that it looked down upon the Luo Clan, but it was because the Luo Clan’s strength was far inferior 

to those top-rate clans! 

“Don’t worry, messenger. We will do our best and not let Master down.” The ancestor of the Luo Family 

promised. 

“That’s good. By the way, my master doesn’t want you, even if you want to acknowledge my master! 

Therefore, you will have nothing to do with my master in the future by giving the Martial Immortal City 

to you,” Feng Zhan said, acting on its own initiative. Hmph! It had used its divine sense to scan the area, 

only to discover that Luo Xian had been locked up. It understood after thinking about it for a moment. It 

was the ruler of a clan. There was no way they could hide the matters of a large clan from it! 

“Uh! Messenger…” The ancestor of the Luo Family was about to explain, but Feng Zhan did not give him 

any chance. It rolled it eyes at everyone in the hall before flapping its wings and flying away… 

The elders of the Luo Family were stunned for a long time before they regained their senses. 



“Ancestor, what… what should we do?” The First Elder of the Luo Clan asked with a bitter expression. 

Wu… He really wanted to acknowledge this master of his. It was not easy to hug a big, thick leg! 

“We’ll talk about it in the future. Let’s settle the matters in Martial Immortal City first. If Master sees our 

sincerity, she will definitely forgive us,” said the Luo Clan’s Old Ancestor after thinking for a while. 

“Yes, yes. We must manage the Martial Immortal City well. By the way, Ancestor, shouldn’t we release 

the Family Head now?” The Great Elder reminded carefully. 

“Hurry up and release him!” The Old Ancestor hurriedly said. Alas! That little bird had come too quickly. 

They had just received the news and had yet to react. Otherwise, if they had released Luo Xian earlier, 

they would not have angered that little bird! 

“I’ll go personally!” The Great Elder said, and then left the meeting hall. 

“Second Elder, come up with a plan. We have to take over the Martial Immortal City as soon as 

possible,” instructed the Old Ancestor of the Luo Clan. It was perfectly justifiable for them to take over 

the Martial Immortal City now. 

“Yes!” All the elders replied before leaving the meeting hall. 

Proud Cold City. 

At the Leng family’s residence. 

Leng Wudi arrived at the back of the mountain with a belly full of doubts. This was the place where the 

seniors of the Leng Clan cultivated after they were not in charge. The spiritual qi here was dense, and 

there was also a spirit vein underground. Hence, this place had always been regarded as a forbidden 

area by the Leng Clan. Only the seniors of the Leng Clan who were highly respected had the 

qualifications to cultivate here. Of course, if a talented junior like him obtained the permission of the 

ancestor, he could also cultivate here. However, he could only stay here for a month at most. Moreover, 

without the summons, no descendants of the Leng Clan were allowed to enter this place. 

“Seniors, the ancestor wants to see me.” After arriving at the forbidden area, Leng Wudi respectfully 

bowed to the guards at the entrance and said. Although he was the young master of the Leng Clan, even 

the weakest guard in the forbidden area was a Profound Emperor, so he had to treat them with respect. 

“Young Master, please enter. The ancestors are already waiting.” The guard returned the greeting. 

“Thank you, seniors.” After saying that, Leng Wudi walked straight into the forbidden ground. 

“Come in directly!” Just as Leng Wudi entered the courtyard, a cold voice entered his ears. Upon hearing 

that voice, he immediately pushed the door open and entered. 

“Greetings to the three elders!” Upon entering the room, Leng Wudi saw three men sitting cross-legged 

on the ground. After bowing, he obediently stood in front of the three of them.. He was a little nervous, 

but he was even more puzzled because he really couldn’t figure out why these three elders, who hadn’t 

shown themselves for a long time, wanted to see him. One had to know that these three people hadn’t 

summoned anyone for at least a hundred years! 
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“As expected of the most outstanding descendant of our Leng Clan. He’s still so calm even after seeing 

us.” A young man in his thirties praised with a smile. 

“Ancestor, you flatter me,” Leng Wudi said a little embarrassedly. Only he knew that his calmness was 

all an act. In fact, he was so nervous that his palms were sweating. After all, it was every member of the 

Leng Clan’s wish to be summoned by the Ancestor, and it was also his first time meeting the three 

legendary Ancestors. 

“Wudi, are you curious as to why we summoned you?” The slightly older handsome man among the 

three asked kindly. Leng Wudi was a descendant of his lineage, and he was quite satisfied with Leng 

Wudi’s performance. 

“Yes,” Leng Wudi said honestly. He didn’t dare to hide anything in front of the three elders. 

“You know Leng Ruoxue, right?” The cold man who hadn’t spoken the entire time asked. 

“Uh! We’ve met a few times before.” Leng Wudi said carefully, but he couldn’t figure it out. Could it be 

that the Old Ancestor wanted to see him because of Leng Ruoxue? But, how did the Old Ancestor know 

about Leng Ruoxue? He couldn’t understand. 

“Does Leng Ruoxue come from the Lingfeng Continent?” The grim man asked somewhat anxiously. 

“Old Ancestor, I’m not sure either.” Leng Wudi composed himself and replied carefully. 

“Second Brother, I told you that Wudi would definitely not know,” the young man said knowingly. 

“Forget it, Wudi, go and invite Leng Ruoxue over. I have something to ask her.” The cold man thought 

for a while and said. Sigh! He knew he was a little anxious. 

“Yes,” Leng Wudi hurriedly replied. Even though he did not know where Leng Ruoxue was now, since it 

was the Old Ancestor who wanted to meet, then he had to find Leng Ruoxue even if he had to overturn 

the entire Vast Heaven Continent. 

“Wudi, take your leave! Don’t mention this to anyone,” the older man instructed. 

“Yes, three ancestors. Wudi will take his leave.” Leng Wudi bowed and left the room… 

At the same time, Feng Zhan also found Leng Ruoxue and the others who were waiting for him outside 

Martial Immortal City. 

“Master!” Feng Zhan happily threw himself into Leng Ruoxue’s embrace and affectionately rubbed 

against her. Afterwards, he took over Leng Ruoxue’s shoulders. 

“Feng Zhan, you’ve worked hard.” Leng Ruoxue gently stroked Feng Zhan’s feathers and said with 

concern. 

“Hehe, it’s not hard. Master, I have something to report to you.” Feng Zhan looked at Leng Ruoxue 

timidly and said softly. 

“What is it?” Leng Ruoxue asked curiously. Uh! Why is Feng Zhan’s expression so serious?! 



“Master, it’s like this…” Feng Zhan went on and on, adding oil to the fire and telling Leng Ruoxue 

everything he knew about the Luo Family. After that, he stared at his master with his red crystal-like 

eyes, feeling uneasy. 

“Oh, that’s it!” Leng Ruoxue said disapprovingly. Actually, she had already expected something like this 

to happen. If it were her, she probably wouldn’t be willing either, so she could understand. 

“Master, aren’t you angry?” Feng Zhan couldn’t help but ask. 

“What’s there to be angry about? Just like you said, I don’t want them either!” Leng Ruoxue laughed 

lightly. She wouldn’t do something like sticking her hot face on someone’s cold butt. 

“Hehe! Master, those people will definitely rely on you.” Feng Zhan said with great certainty. 

“Ignore them, let’s go!” Leng Ruoxue said to everyone. 

“Yes.” Everyone nodded and continued on their way… 

Half a month later, Leng Ruoxue and the others arrived at the foot of a mountain. 

“Miss, why is it so hot here?” Peach wiped the sweat off her forehead and complained. 

“I don’t know.” Leng Ruoxue raised her head to look at the sky. It was already evening, logically 

speaking, the temperature shouldn’t be so high! 

“Hehe, this should be the Fiery Mountain.” Wu Qing smiled and said. In the past half a month, they had 

entered whenever they saw a mountain. He wondered if Xue’er would choose to enter this mountain 

that was like a furnace. He was very curious! 

“This mountain is called the Fiery Mountain?” Two drops of cold sweat dripped down Leng Ruoxue’s 

forehead as she said somewhat speechlessly. Hearing this name, she actually recalled a name from her 

previous life. There was a place called the Fiery Mountain! 

“That’s right! Girl, there are quite a few fire attribute medicinal herbs in this mountain. Let’s go in and 

pick some!” The little old man suggested excitedly. 

“No! It’s too hot here!” Feng Da pleaded with a dejected face. He would rather enter the snowy 

mountain than the flaming mountain. 

“Young Feng Da, there are many good things in this mountain!” the little old man enticed. If he hadn’t 

come with Xue’er and the rest, to be honest, he didn’t really want to go in. After all, the temperature 

inside wasn’t something an ordinary person could withstand. 

“Really?” There was a look of disbelief on Feng Da’s face. Boohoo… Could this old man have said that on 

purpose to deceive him? 

“Of course it’s true. Lass, shall we go in?” The little old man asked with anticipation. 

“Let’s go in and take a look! If you find it too hot, then enter the space.” Leng Ruoxue said after some 

thought. 



“Miss, I want to enter the space,” said Peach quickly. She could not stand the heat. It was already so hot 

at the foot of the mountain. The temperature inside must be even higher. 

“Who else wants to go in?” Leng Ruoxue looked at everyone and continued to ask. 

Everyone looked at each other. No one dared to ask this question. In the end, only Peach wanted to go 

in. Peach saw that no one else wanted to enter the space except her and felt a little embarrassed. In the 

end, no one went in. 

“Let’s go into the mountain!” Leng Ruoxue smiled. 

“Mm.” Following Leng Ruoxue’s order, the crowd walked into the Fiery Mountain with large strides. 

Just as they had expected, the temperature inside the Fiery Mountain was much higher than outside. 

However, it was indeed as the little old man had said. There were many herbs in the mountain. This was 

simply a paradise for fire-attribute herbs and beasts. 

“This place is not bad, I like it.” Feng Zhan, who was standing on Leng Ruoxue’s shoulder, happily said. 

Hehe, this place is really suitable for the cultivation of fire attribute beast.. Even the Spiritual Aura in the 

air contained only fire attribute. 
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However, Feng Zhan’s words attracted the collective disdain of Feng Da and the others. It was because 

they were so hot that they were almost sticking out their tongues like dogs. They had already taken off 

all the clothes they could take off, but there was actually a beast making sarcastic remarks. It was really 

infuriating. 

“Hehe!” Feng Zhan laughed foolishly. It also knew that its words had already aroused the wrath of the 

crowd. Boohoo… he didn’t do it on purpose. 

“Wait, gather all the herbs here and walk inside.” As they walked, Leng Ruoxue discovered a large 

amount of herbs, so she stopped and ordered. 

“Yes.” Feng Da and the others replied. They then bent down and prepared to collect the herbs on the 

ground. 

“This is for you.” Charm which had been lying in Leng Ruoxue’s embrace suddenly spoke. After speaking, 

it used its ice type technique to freeze quite a bit of ice and gave it to Feng Da and the others. 

When Feng Da and the others saw this, they immediately beamed with joy. Then, one after another, 

they started flattering Charm. 

“Hehe! Charm, you’re amazing!” 

“Charm! You’re the best!” 

Everyone said excitedly. With the Charm’s ice, they would feel much better in the Fiery Mountain. 

Thinking of this, their confidence was immediately boosted. Then, they squatted on the ground and 

started gathering herbs. 



An hour later, after everyone’s hard work, the herbs on the ground were finally gathered. Leng Ruoxue 

and the others continued to walk into the mountain. 

Everyone paid attention to their surroundings as they walked. At the same time, they kept all the herbs 

that they passed by without wasting any. They even caught a lot of little beasts for dinner along the way. 

“Xue’er, let’s camp here tonight!” When they arrived at a relatively spacious open space, the monster 

reminded. 

“Okay.” Leng Ruoxue looked around and nodded. 

When Feng Da and the others heard that, they immediately split up the work. Some set up tents, some 

started a fire, and some started food. There was order even though everyone was busy… 

“Miss, the river water over there is hot.” Lü Tao and Cui Zhu, who were in charge of preparing the 

vegetables, each held a blue seed in their hands as they said gloomily. They knew that there was a small 

river not far from here. Coincidentally, they had dug up quite a lot of wild vegetables and mushrooms 

along the way. They wanted to wash the vegetables there, but when they arrived, they realized that the 

river water was very hot. They casually threw a vegetable leaf into the river, and in the blink of an eye, it 

was cooked. After seeing this situation, how could they still dare to wash the vegetables there! 

“Hot? I’ll go take a look.” Leng Ruoxue frowned slightly before pulling the demon to the nearby river. 

When they reached the river, Leng Ruoxue was pleasantly surprised. This was actually a natural hot 

spring. In short, the river wasn’t very big. The surface of the river was filled with steam, and bubbles 

were popping up from time to time. When she saw this, she reached her hand down slightly. Oh, 

although it was a little hot, it was still bearable. 

“Xue’er, be careful, it’s hot!” The freak quickly reminded when he saw Xue’er reaching her hand into the 

water. The temperature of the water looked very high! 

“It’s fine, demon, this is a natural hot spring!” Leng Ruoxue said happily. She never thought there would 

be a hot spring here. 

“Yes! It’s just right to use it to cook eggs.” The freak thought for a while and said. This temperature 

should be able to cook the eggs. 

“You glutton!” Leng Ruoxue was speechless. 

“Is there anything nice to eat?” Suddenly, Empty’s voice came from behind them. 

“Another glutton!” Leng Ruoxue muttered to herself helplessly. 

“I’m not a foodie, what are you guys talking about?” Empty protested before looking at Leng Ruoxue 

curiously. 

“I found a hot spring. The demon wanted to use it to cook eggs.” Leng Ruoxue sighed and said weakly. 

“Yes, it’s good to cook eggs. It’s very suitable here,” Empty agreed. 

“Xue’er, this hot spring is a rare item. It’s very rare in the Vast Heaven Continent,” Empty continued. 



“Yes, there doesn’t seem to be any in Ling Feng Continent.” Leng Ruoxue nodded and said. 

“Miss, dinner is ready.” Feng Da walked over and said just as Leng Ruoxue and the other two were 

chatting by the hot spring. 

“Oh,” Leng Ruoxue replied, then the four of them returned to the encampment. 

After dinner, Leng Ruoxue was still thinking about the hot spring. However, Feng Da and the others 

weren’t very interested, so after everyone fell asleep, she asked the devil to accompany her to the hot 

spring. 

“Xue’er, are you sure you want me to soak in the hot spring with you?” The freak asked uncertainly 

when they reached the edge of the hot spring. His beautiful face was slightly flushed, and his heart 

started to beat faster. 

“Yes.” Leng Ruoxue nodded. 

“Aren’t you afraid?” the freak asked nervously, his heart pounding. 

“What are you afraid of?” Leng Ruoxue asked in confusion. She was also puzzled. What’s wrong with this 

freak? Why is he so shy? 

“What if I lose control and want to eat you…” The freak stopped mid-sentence, too embarrassed to 

continue. His face was burning as if it was about to catch fire. 

“Eat me? Maybe I would be the one who wouldn’t be able to control myself and eat you instead!” Leng 

Ruoxue teased. Hehe, the freak’s current appearance made her want to bully him! He was too cute. 

“Oh, you’re welcome to try me. I’ve been waiting for a long time.” The freak smiled charmingly. His 

starry eyes were sparkling as he said with anticipation. 

“Haha, quickly take off your clothes!” Leng Ruoxue urged. After speaking, she took off her clothes. 

Meanwhile, the freak kept his head down, not daring to look at her. 

“Oh!” The freak lowered his head and used his trembling hands to undo the buttons on his body. 

Waah… he was so nervous! Even though he slept with Xue’er every day, they were still very pure and 

had yet to see each others’ naked bodies! 

“Freak, you’re so slow! You don’t have to take off all your clothes!” Leng Ruoxue reminded with a 

wicked smile. Sigh! She was already sitting in the hot spring, but the devil was still slowly unbuttoning 

his shirt! She really didn’t know why he was so embarrassed! Sooner or later, it would be her! 

“Oh!” The freak’s face turned even redder upon hearing Xue’er’s words. In fact, if Xue’er hadn’t 

reminded him, he might have stripped naked! 

After a while, the freak finally took off his shorts. Then, he slowly walked into the hot spring with a red 

face… 
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“Oh, your figure is not bad.” Leng Ruoxue raised her beautiful eyes and openly admired the benefits that 

belonged to her. A firm chest, flat stomach, long and strong legs, coupled with his beautiful and shy face, 

it was too tempting. 

Leng Ruoxue knew that she wasn’t a woman that could be easily seduced by beauty. However, the 

devil’s looks and figure were enough to attract her. Sigh! How could this man be so good-looking? 

Wasn’t he obviously trying to make her commit a crime? She couldn’t help but complain in her heart as 

her naughty hands uncontrollably caressed the freak’s body… 

“Xue’er!” The freak’s heart trembled, and he narrowed his eyes, not daring to look at Xue’er. Boohoo… 

Xue’er was so alluring. She was only wearing clothes he had never seen before, the thinness of the cloth 

could not hide anything. So, Xue’er’s sexy and perfect figure could be seen at a glance in front of him. 

Moreover, even though the two of them were not hugging each other, they could feel the heat from 

each other’s bodies. He did not know if it was because of the hot spring or because of their bodies, but it 

was very hot! 

“Freak, you have a nosebleed.” Leng Ruoxue looked at the two streams of blood flowing out of the 

freak’s nose and quickly reminded him. 

“Oh! Is that so?” The freak wiped his hands. As expected, his hands were stained with blood. He used 

the hot spring water to wash them without thinking. 

“Let me help you.” Leng Ruoxue said with some heartache. Then, she used her small hands to clean the 

blood under the freak’s nose. 

“Xue’er, it’s all your fault, boohoo…” The freak complained as he looked at Xue’er with tears in his bright 

eyes. His peerless face was full of grievance. 

“What does that have to do with me?” Leng Ruoxue asked innocently. 

“If you didn’t wear so little, would I have a nosebleed if you didn’t touch me? Boohoo…” The demon felt 

that he had embarrassed himself in front of Xue’er again. How embarrassing! 

“Haha! Who asked you to be so attractive?” Thinking of this, Leng Ruoxue felt a little wronged. Sob… she 

wasn’t a pervert at all! However, she had always wanted to take advantage of the freak, so it was all his 

fault! 

“Xue’er, let me kiss you.” The freak lowered his head and asked shyly. 

“If you want to kiss me, then kiss me. It’s not like I haven’t kissed you before, why ask!” Leng Ruoxue 

said generously and looked at the freak with a smile. 

“Mmm, then I won’t stand on ceremony,” the freak said. Then, he stretched out his long arms and 

hugged Xue’er. He lowered his head slightly and his hot lips covered Xue’er’s… 

“Ugh! Freak… let me catch my breath!” Their tongues intertwined as they chased each other 

passionately. The long kiss almost suffocated Leng Ruoxue… 

“Let me give you some air…” the freak said. Then, he deepened the kiss… 



They did not know how long the kiss lasted before they reluctantly left each other’s lips. However, the 

two of them were still hugging each other tightly, and the heat in their bodies continued to rise… 

“Freak…” Leng Ruoxue felt the change in the freak’s body and was extremely shy. Coupled with the heat 

from the hot spring, her beautiful little face was flushed red and looked even more alluring! 

“Xue’er…” The freak called out softly. Then, he could not help but bite Xue’er’s soft face. Oh, it tasted so 

good! 

“Freak, why did you bite me!” Leng Ruoxue pouted and pretended to be unhappy. 

“Hehe, my Xue’er is too tempting. I really want to eat her in one bite.” The demon said with a face full of 

desire. After saying that, he took another bite of Xue’er’s tender little face. 

“My freak is also very attractive, I want to eat you too.” Leng Ruoxue smiled evilly, her naughty little 

hands caressing the freak’s body. Hehe, it felt good to touch, his muscles were firm, his skin was tight 

and elastic, the eight pieces of tofu on his abdomen were even more distinct… 

“Xue’er, if you continue to touch me, you’ll have to bear the consequences!” The freak panted rapidly, 

his chest heaving up and down as he warned her. He really wanted to eat Xue’er right now but desired a 

title even more. Boohoo… 

“Uh! Sorry, I accidentally touched too much!” Leng Ruoxue was extremely embarrassed. Her beautiful 

face turned even redder, but she was more nervous. 

“Xue’er, when are you going to give me a title?” The freak took a deep breath before asking with a face 

full of desire. 

“Haha! I’m not telling you,” Leng Ruoxue laughed evilly. Actually, she had already thought about it, but 

she was not going to say it out loud. 

“Xue’er, you’re bullying me.” The freak was so anxious that he was about to cry. His tears were even 

welling up in his bright eyes. Oh, looks like he had to use his trump card. 

“Uh! Don’t cry! I’ll tell you, okay?!” Leng Ruoxue raised the white flag in surrender. Even though she 

knew the freak was most likely faking it, she still fell for it! Her heart would ache every time she saw the 

freak staring at her with tears in his eyes. Boohoo… could it be that this freak was going to eat her up for 

the rest of her life? She couldn’t help but feel a little depressed thinking of this. However, she felt even 

more happier. She was very grateful to have met a freak in this strange world and had so many family 

members who loved her. She felt that she was really a very lucky person. 

“Then tell me quickly!” The freak was very anxious. Boohoo… Xue’er was finally willing to give him a 

title. He felt as if he had waited for her for a lifetime. 

Leng Ruoxue pulled the freak’s head down and whispered a few words into his ear. The freak revealed a 

beautiful smile and stood there in a daze… 

“Xue’er, you’re not allowed to lie to me!” After a while, the freak regained his senses and warned her. 

“Yes, yes.” Leng Ruoxue nodded. She had always been trustworthy, how could the freak not believe her 

words… 



“Xue’er!” The freak hugged Leng Ruoxue. The two of them continued to hug each other tightly. They did 

not speak for a long time. However, it was also because of this that silence was better than words. The 

two of them were filled with excitement. Even though it was hard to control their body’s instinctive 

needs, they did not want their first time to be too careless. Therefore, the two of them controlled 

themselves well.. 
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After a long time. 

“Xue’er, let’s go back and sleep!” The freak released the soft body in his arms and said with a face full of 

reluctance. 

“Yes.” Leng Ruoxue nodded in agreement. 

“Xue’er, go and put on your clothes first!” The freak lowered his head and said. He did not dare to look 

at Xue’er anymore. The fire on his body had been extinguished with great difficulty. He did not want to 

waste all his efforts! 

“Haha! Alright!” Leng Ruoxue smiled and left the warmth of the freak’s embrace. Then, she walked out 

of the hot spring and put on her clothes. She then said to the freak, “I’m done.” 

“Mm.” The freak nodded and strode to the shore. However, when he picked up his clothes and put them 

on, he felt someone’s eyes staring at him. Boohoo… he was being taken advantage of again! 

“Haha!” Leng Ruoxue looked at the depressed expression on the freak’s face and laughed happily. Hehe! 

The freak was really too cute. It seemed the benefits that came first were not bad. She could even 

admire the beautiful man changing. She would not be as shy as the freak, she would definitely watch it 

openly! 

“Xue’er, you’re too evil,” the demon said, wanting to cry but having no tears. Sigh! Forget it, he had 

accepted his fate. He was going to be Xue’er’s person sooner or later anyway. If Xue’er wanted to see 

him, she could see him as much as she wanted! 

“Hehe!” Leng Ruoxue mischievously moved in front of the freak and quickly kissed his alluring red lips 

before running away. 

“Xue’er, why are you running!” the freak said with some dissatisfaction. Boohoo… This was too much. 

He ran away after taking advantage of her! 

“Of course you have to run after taking advantage of me. Otherwise, you will take revenge!” Leng 

Ruoxue said with understanding. Then, she stood a meter away and looked at the freak proudly. 

“I won’t take revenge. Come over quickly!” The freak had already put on his clothes and coaxed her 

helplessly. Sigh! I didn’t expect Xue’er to be so naughty. She’s so cute! 

“Oh, you said it yourself!” After Leng Ruoxue finished speaking, she slowly and carefully walked over. 



“Yes, I won’t take revenge, but I will hit your little butt.” The freak stretched out his long arm and pulled 

Xue’er into his embrace. His large hand patted Xue’er’s perky butt a few times as he said proudly. 

“Freak, how could you hit someone’s butt?” Leng Ruoxue’s face was red with embarrassment. Her 

beautiful eyes glared fiercely at the demon as she said, sob… She had lived for two lifetimes, but she had 

never been spanked like this before! 

“I want to take advantage too!” the freak said matter-of-factly. Then, he picked Xue’er up by the waist 

and strode towards the camp. 

After returning to the camp, the freak lowered his footsteps and entered the tent without alerting 

anyone. Then, he carried Xue’er and lay down on the mat. The two of them slept together… 

The next day. 

By the time Leng Ruoxue and the freak left the tent, everyone was already up and busy with breakfast. 

After breakfast, everyone continued on their way. 

The group chatted and laughed along the way. Those who did not know would definitely think that they 

were here to play. In fact, they were here to train. 

“Xue’er, there’s a sound over there. Let’s go and take a look!” Empty suddenly pointed to their left. 

“Mn.” Leng Ruoxue nodded. Then, the crowd walked towards the left. 

After walking for about half an hour, they arrived at their destination. The sound came from there. 

“Miss, are these fire foxes?” Lü Tao looked at the three beautiful fire foxes and asked in surprise. 

“En, it’s a fire fox!” Leng Ruoxue nodded her head. Not far away from them, there were three fire red 

foxes. Two of them were as big as a small mountain and were lying weakly on the ground. Their fiery red 

fur was stained with blood, and their originally soft and smooth fur was almost all tangled together. The 

other small one was tightly held in the arms of a big fox. That small fox was not even the size of a palm, 

and its eyes had not even opened completely. At this moment, it was crying out with a sobbing sound 

from its mouth, and it was crying non-stop… 

Leng Ruoxue looked at the three foxes not far away and understood in her heart that this should be a 

family of three. The little fox had just been born not more than two days ago, but its parents were 

seriously injured. Although they were unable to take care of the little fox, they still protected it tightly in 

their arms. Seeing this, she couldn’t help but sigh at the greatness of the love of parents. Even if she was 

injured, she still had to protect her child! 

Perhaps sensing the approach of a stranger, the little fox warily pricked up its furry little ears and turned 

its head left and right as though it was looking for the source of danger… 

At this moment, the two huge foxes also felt the presence of a stranger. They forced their weak bodies 

to stand up from the ground and let out low growls from time to time, as if warning them not to 

approach… 



Leng Ruoxue looked at the two foxes with fierce eyes, bared their teeth and growled while releasing the 

pressure of a Transcendent Divine Beasts. However, their four limbs were trembling non-stop and she 

was speechless. Aye! She knew that these two foxes were not weak and were both level-five 

Transcendent Divine Beasts. However, with their unstable posture, could they scare them? 

“Little fox, your injuries are so serious, you are not our match!” Leng Ruoxue reminded helplessly. 

However, she admired the spirit of these two foxes. 

“Human, we would rather die than be caught by you.” The largest male fire fox glared at them with a 

pair of glass-like eyes and said viciously. 

“Are you guys planning to self-destruct?” Leng Ruoxue asked. 

“Hmph! I’d rather die in pieces than live in dishonor!” The male fire fox said with great momentum. 

Although they were already at the end of their flight, they absolutely could not be looked down upon by 

the enemy! Foxes also had their dignity. Even if they died, they had to die with honor! 

“Oh!” Leng Ruoxue softly replied. Then, she summoned the charm, treasure and the shine from the 

bracelet. Uh! Perhaps it would be easier to communicate with the same kind! 

“Cute Master!” Baby first affectionately rubbed against Leng Ruoxue as soon as Baby came out, Then, it 

took small, square steps and very elegantly walked in front of the three fire foxes.. He carefully sized up 

the three fire foxes before calmly saying, “Little Fire! Don’t treat my master as an enemy. My master is 

the best master in the world!” 

Chapter 687: The Fire Fox Couple (3) 

 

“Humph! No human is trustworthy!” The male fire fox said with extreme disdain. It had lived for several 

hundred years and was well aware of the evil habits of humans. In the past, the number of fire foxes 

that died at the hands of humans was not small. Many of them were even forced to become contract 

beasts of humans. From then on, they lost their freedom and were ordered by humans, becoming 

human’s hired thugs! 

“Little Fire! I admit that there are degenerates among humans, but you can’t overturn a whole ship of 

people with one stick! My master and the rest are all good people! Moreover, my master can also save 

you and your wife!” Baby said confidently. Hehe! This temptation is big enough, right?! 

“There’s no need for that. We would rather die than become contracted beasts of humans. Hmph! To 

think that even the Purple Pupil Snow Fox has fallen to attach itself to humans. To think that you are the 

king of the fox race! You have disgraced our fox race.” The male fire fox glanced at Charm and said in 

extreme disappointment. There were not many foxes in this world. Other than those that had been 

killed and contracted by humans, there were probably less than a hundred that had free bodies. As for 

the Purple Pupil Snow Fox, it had long vanished. And the one it saw today had acknowledged humans as 

its master! Therefore, it was rather disappointed! 

“Uh!” Standing not far away, Charm, which was shot while lying down was still depressed. The fury in its 

heart burned wildly. Who do you think it provoked? It still hadn’t said anything. Why did this detestable 



male fox direct the fire onto it! Of course, it was still unclear about the current situation of the Vast 

Heaven Continent’s fox clan. Otherwise, it wouldn’t be so angry. 

Leng Ruoxue looked at the aggrieved Mei and held her in her arms, comforting her, “Charm, patients are 

all unreasonable, let’s not argue with them!” 

“Um.” Charm nodded its furry little head. Its beautiful purple eyes were filled with tears of grievance. It 

would not bicker with a heavily injured and unreasonable fox even though this fire fox despised it. That 

would be too ungentlemanly. 

“Good girl!” Leng Ruoxue caressed its soft fur and felt a little guilty in her heart. Sigh! Initially, she 

thought it would be easier to communicate with her own kind. However, she was clearly wrong because 

this was clearly a little angry fox. However, she, who had always liked small animals, would not be 

calculative with a bad-tempered beast. Furthermore, she could not bear to let the little fox, who had 

just been born and had not fully opened her eyes, lose the protection of her parents and become an 

orphan. Therefore, she would save these two unfriendly beasts! 

Thinking up to here, Leng Ruoxue took out two round and pure white medicinal pellets and said to the 

male fox, “I never thought of making you guys my contract beasts. I just want to help you guys. Here are 

two medicinal pellets, enough to treat your injuries. Of course, whether you eat it or not is up to you.” 

After she finished speaking, Leng Ruoxue handed the medicinal pill to Dazzle. She indicated for Dazzle to 

place the medicinal pill beside them. After that, she gave everyone a look and everyone left with large 

strides. 

It was close to noon. Leng Ruoxue and the others found a random place to start a fire and prepare 

lunch. 

After the fire was lit, Leng Ruoxue placed the fish and meat she had prepared on the fire and sat down. 

“Xue’er, are you unhappy?” The freak sat down beside Xue’er and asked. 

“No, it’s normal for beasts not to like humans. It’s not like I only found out today.” Leng Ruoxue shook 

her head. She never liked to use her warm face to stick to other people’s cold buttocks. If it wasn’t for 

that newborn fox, she wouldn’t have meddled in other people’s business. Moreover, because she had 

loved animals since she was young, she couldn’t ignore beasts. Therefore, even though the two big foxes 

were very wary of her, she still left them some medicine that could treat injuries. She hoped that the 

two stubborn fire foxes and their wife would work hard to live for their children! 

“Cute master, I love you the most.” Baby jumped into Leng Ruoxue’s arms and said coquettishly. Then, it 

continued to rub against her chest. 

“Be good!” Leng Ruoxue caressed her baby’s fur and said happily. Oh, her beasts were all so cute, she 

was already very satisfied. So, why did she have to take it to heart because of a beast that viewed 

humans as an enemy! 

“Master! I’m very happy that you’re my master.” Charm also jumped into Leng Ruoxue’s embrace and 

said with a face full of reliance. Even though she had just been looked down upon by her own kind, she 

was very glad that she had a master who cared about beast and treated beast like a family member. 



“Haha! Charm is getting cuter and cuter.” Leng Ruoxue’s beautiful face was filled with satisfaction. 

“Xue’er, am I not cute?” The freak immediately protested. 

“Cute!” Leng Ruoxue quickly coaxed. Sigh! The freak always liked to fight for favor with her beast. She 

really couldn’t do anything to him. 

“That’s more like it.” The freak nodded in satisfaction. 

“Miss, the food is ready!” At this time, Feng Da suddenly walked over and said. 

“En, let everyone come and eat! The meat is almost done roasting,” Leng Ruoxue said. Then, she used a 

dagger to cut a few pieces of golden roasted meat and handed them to the little beastie around her. 

Feng Da and the others also walked over and sat around the fire. 

Everyone was eating the roasted meat in their hands as they chatted. Suddenly, a red light flashed. After 

that, Lü Tao realized that the meat in her hands had disappeared… 

“Huh? Where’s my roast meat?” Lü Tao asked in confusion. The red light was too fast for her to react. 

When she came back to her senses, the meat in her hand had already disappeared. 

“Lü Tao, your meat is over there!” Feng Da pointed at the little fiery red beast that was eating the 

roasted meat with its eyes half closed and a slightly speechless expression. 

“Uh! It’s that little fox! Isn’t it just born? Why is it so fast?” Lü Tao was a little speechless. She was a 

Mystic Monarch after all! Her roasted meat was actually stolen by a little fox who had yet to fully open 

her eyes. If this got out, she would be too ashamed to face anyone! 

“Fire Foxes are most proficient in both fire and wind elements, and it specializes in speed,” Charm 

explained. 

“Little guy, why are you running around everywhere? Where are your parents?” Leng Ruoxue picked up 

the little fire fox that was happily eating and asked in confusion. 

Chapter 688: The Fire Fox Couple (4) 

 

“That… that way!” The little fire fox gently pointed and said in a childish voice. At the same time, it 

didn’t forget to nibble on the roasted meat in its paws. Oh, it was so fragrant! It couldn’t resist the 

temptation of this delicious food, so it could only run over and snatch it! 

Leng Ruoxue looked in the direction the little fire fox was pointing at and saw two slightly shy fire foxes 

coming out from behind the bushes. Their fur was glossy and slippery, and their injuries were all healed! 

“Why are you guys here?” Leng Ruoxue asked in confusion. These two foxes hated humans so much, 

shouldn’t they stay far away from them? Why did they follow them here? Don’t tell her that this was 

purely a coincidence, she didn’t believe it! 

“Xue’er, this family of three has been tailing us all along!” Empty said with a smile. Actually, he had 

already noticed the three little tails behind him, but he had not said anything about it. 



“Oh! Why are you following us?” Leng Ruoxue was speechless. What are these foxes up to? 

“We’re here to thank you.” The Fire Fox Couple looked at each other before the male fox spoke. 

“There’s no need to thank me. I gave you the medicinal pills because I didn’t want this little fire fox to 

become an orphan at such a young age, and not because I want you to thank me.” Leng Ruoxue said 

with a slightly cold tone. She still couldn’t quite figure out what these two foxes wanted to do. However, 

she wouldn’t think too much of herself and think that this fox couple was moved by her and wanted to 

‘sacrifice’ themselves. 

“We… We…” The male fox’s face was filled with embarrassment. He wanted to say something but 

couldn’t. He even stuttered. 

“What do you guys want?” Leng Ruoxue asked in confusion. Uh! Why did this hot-tempered male fox 

become so shy? Where did its imposing manner go? 

“We don’t have anywhere to go…” The female fox could only speak up seeing that her husband couldn’t 

speak. 

“Eh!” Leng Ruoxue was speechless. They had nowhere to go, what did it have to do with her? Could it be 

that they wanted her to take them in? Oh! This wasn’t a shelter! 

“With your strength, it shouldn’t be difficult for you to occupy a territory!” Empty smiled and said. These 

two foxes were both level-five super divine beasts. If he said that he couldn’t find a place to live in this 

mountain, he wouldn’t believe it even if he was beaten to death! 

“Our home has been taken over by another even more powerful beast, so we have no home to return to 

now,” the fox mother said with a hint of sadness in her voice. It was getting harder and harder to 

encounter other foxes of the same species as her, but this woman had three of them by her side, and 

one of them was even a king of the fox clan. Thus, after discussing among themselves after recovering 

from their injuries, the two of them wanted to follow by the side of that snow fox. It was just that… her 

husband had been very rude to that snow fox, so they were a little embarrassed to speak up. In 

addition, they didn’t know if these people would take in their family of three. 

“You want me to take you in?” Leng Ruoxue asked. 

“Mn, mn.” The two foxes nodded their heads in unison. This woman had saved their lives. As for wanting 

to follow by the side of the Snow Fox, other than the fact that the fox was publicly acknowledged as the 

king of the Fox Clan, they also wanted to repay Leng Ruoxue for saving their lives. After all, beast knew 

how to repay favors. 

“Charm, what do you think?” Leng Ruoxue lowered her head and asked the Mei in her arms. That male 

fox was very rude to them just now. If it wasn’t friendly to her, she could argue with them, but she 

didn’t want her beast to suffer. 

“Master, leave them behind!” Charm looked at the little fire fox, who was eating roasted meat with its 

head lowered, and then looked at the expectant couple. Her heart softened as she spoke. In truth, she 

could understand the anger of a naturally proud beast when it heard that its own kind recognized 

another as its master. If their positions were reversed today, it was afraid that its reaction would be 

even more intense. Thus, after thinking it through, it no longer felt angry. 



“En, since Charm said to keep you guys, then you guys can stay in the group!” Leng Ruoxue said 

indifferently. 

“Thank you.” The two fire foxes were very happy. After thanking him, the male fox walked in front of 

Charm and bowed slightly. Then, he said, “Sorry about earlier. I was just…” 

However, before the male fox could finish, he was interrupted by Charm. “It’s alright. I’m not angry 

anymore. Also, I can understand why your reactions are so intense.” 

“Thank you.” The male fox felt relieved after hearing what Charm said. 

“Little Fire! Did you just say that a beast stronger than you guys occupied your home?” At this time, 

Baby asked curiously. 

“Yes, we were injured by that beast.” The male fox lowered his head and said gloomily. Sigh! If this 

human hadn’t saved them, they would have died and their children wouldn’t have survived. 

“What beast is that?” Baby continued asking. 

“That beast is covered in flames. I’m not sure what species it is, but it’s very powerful. It’s a level-eight 

super divine beast.” The male fire fox told him what it knew. 

“If it wasn’t for the fact that I was giving birth, the two of us might not have been its match even if we 

worked together, boohoo…” the fire fox said with great self-reproach. When that beast attacked, it 

happened to be giving birth. Hence, not only did its husband have to deal with that powerful beast, he 

also had to divert his attention to worry about it. And the fire fox was severely injured in order to 

protect the mother and son. After giving birth, its body was weak and it was no match for that powerful 

enemy. That was why the husband and wife almost died. Sigh! Luckily, this human saved them. 

Otherwise, their child would probably not have survived. 

“Level Eight Transcendent Divine Beast? Its strength is indeed not low!” Leng Ruoxue said with a light 

smile. Other than Icy, that beast should be the highest rank she knew until now. 

“Xue’er, it’s not bad if a Level Eight Transcendent Divine Beast becomes a contract beast,” Empty said 

with a smile. 

“I already have a lot of beasts. Even if they haven’t reached the strength of a Level Eight Transcendent 

Divine Beasts, no one is their match if we attack them in groups.” Leng Ruoxue smiled. To others, a Level 

Eight Transcendent Divine Beasts might be attractive, but she wasn’t too interested. 

“Miss, that beast is of the fire attribute.. It’s the most suitable contract for Young Master,” Lü Tao 

suggested. 

Chapter 689: The Adorable Beasts (1) 

 

“Haha, thank you for your kind intentions, Peach Lu. However, I really don’t need it. It’s better to give it 

to other people!” Leng Ruohan declined. His beasts were enough. Even though the other party was a 

level-eight Transcendent Divine Beasts, he still had no intention of taking it. Moreover, he believed that 



in time, his beasts would also advance to level-eight Transcendent Divine Beasts. Therefore, he was not 

in a hurry. 

“If anyone else knew that a level-eight Transcendent Divine Beasts had appeared here, they would have 

come to capture it long ago. However, you guys are actually making excuses. Sigh! This is too much,” Wu 

Xiao teased. 

“So what if it’s a level eight Transcendent Divine Beast? If my beast uses a tag-team battle, it will still 

have to surrender!” Leng Ruoxue said disapprovingly. In fact, she knew that the higher the rank of the 

beast, the more prideful it would be and the harder it would be to tame it. Moreover, she did not want 

it to be difficult for strong beasts. Therefore, unless it was necessary, she would not use beast taming to 

forcefully tame those arrogant beasts. Moreover, she seemed to prefer raising them from a young age, 

hehe! Therefore, although her beasts had yet to reach the eighth rank, their feelings for her were very 

deep. It was not something ordinary beasts could compare to. 

“Yes, yes! My cute master, isn’t it just a level-eight Super Divine Beast! Don’t be afraid, leave it to us,” 

Baby said confidently. Hehe! They did not like to play by the rules, so they were not afraid of level-eight 

Super Divine Beasts. Of course, that was excluding freaks like Icy. 

“Master, I’ll reach level eight sooner or later,” Charm said. Well, it had decided to cultivate hard and 

strive to become a level-nine Transcendent Divine Beasts as soon as possible. Even though it might not 

be comparable to the Ice Qilin in terms of bloodline, it believed that it would not be inferior to the Qilin 

if it advanced to level-nine Transcendent Divine Beast. 

“En, I’m already very satisfied with you guys.” Leng Ruoxue raised the two furry little beasts in her arms 

high up in front of her. Oh, her own beast looked so cute no matter how she looked at it. 

“Hehe! Our young miss’ beast pets are all delivered to her doorstep.” Feng Da said with a smile. He 

knew from the past that his young miss’ attraction to beast pets was unrivaled. 

“Sigh! You guys!” Wu Qing sighed, his handsome face full of helplessness. 

“Xue’er, are we going to look for that level-eight super divine beast?” Leng Qingtian, who had been 

silent all this while, asked. 

“Let’s go, we can train our beasts.” Leng Ruoxue thought for a while and said. Although she was not very 

interested in the level-eight Super Divine Beast, it was not bad to let the beast be a sparring partner for 

her own beast. 

“I’ll bring you there,” the male fox volunteered. It was so excited! It finally had a chance to take revenge. 

Now that it and its wife were working together with this lady’s beasts, that level-eight Transcendent 

Divine Beast would definitely surrender. Hehe, it was even more confident with a backer. 

“En.” Leng Ruoxue nodded. Looking at the excitement of the Fire Fox couple, she knew that these two 

little guys also wanted revenge. 

After everyone finished eating and tidied up, the Fire Fox couple led them to their former residence. 

After walking for nearly an hour and passing through several mountains, Leng Ruoxue and the others 

were brought to a mountain stream by Huo Hu and his wife. Before they even got close, they could 



already see two streams of fiery red magma like two red ribbons crossing the mountain stream, splitting 

the entire mountain stream into two. 

“It’s so hot in here,” Vonda said, unable to stand the heat. At the same time, she kept wiping the sweat 

from her forehead with her hand. 

“This is the core of the entire Fiery Mountain, of course it’s hot.” Leng Ruoxue said knowingly. These two 

fire foxes were super divine beasts with both fire and wind attributes, so they naturally liked places with 

abundant fire attribute spiritual energy. 

“Master, I like this place, hehe!” Feng Zhan chuckled as it spoke. It was so comfortable that its eyes were 

half-closed, and its face was filled with enjoyment. 

Suddenly, Feng Zhan fell from Leng Ruoxue’s shoulders with a ‘plop’ sound, its claws hitting the ground. 

“Haha! Who asked you to be so proud of yourself. Now, extreme joy brings sorrow!” Feng Da laughed 

happily. 

“Dammit! Why did you kick me?” Feng Zhan glared at the treasure that had yet to retract its leg and 

roared out fiercely. 

“Because you’re not pleasing to the eye! Hmph! Who asked you to be so complacent?” Baby said with a 

furious expression. After that, he released another water element profound technique that completely 

drenched Feng Zhan! 

“Master, my darling is bullying me.” Feng Zhan, who was drenched like a soup bird, had tears in its eyes 

as it looked at Leng Ruoxue pitifully. Unfortunately, it was ignored by its own master. 

“Where is that level-eight Transcendent Divine Beast?” Leng Ruoxue pretended not to see Feng Zhan’s 

pleading expression and said directly to the fire fox. 

“It’s in that cave.” The male fire fox pointed at the cave nearby. Then, it looked at Feng Zhan with 

extreme sympathy. Sigh! Poor little red bird! It knew that other than fire-attribute beasts, the other 

beasts wouldn’t like this place, yet she was still so arrogant. Who else would he kick if not you! 

“Oh, let’s go in!” Leng Ruoxue said. After that, she directly walked past Feng Zhan who was still lying on 

the ground acting shamelessly and headed towards the cave that Gong Huo Hu had mentioned. 

Everyone looked at Feng Zhan with sympathy and quickly followed Leng Ruoxue. 

“Master, wait for me! Wu…” Seeing this, Feng Zhan hurriedly got up from the ground and flew towards 

Leng Ruoxue. At the same time, it was a little depressed. Why did it trick of self-injury not work today? 

Actually, what it didn’t know was that Leng Ruoxue also felt that it was a little too proud, so she 

deliberately ignored it. 

When Feng Zhan chased after them, Leng Ruoxue and the others were already standing at the entrance 

of the cave. The cave was about half the height of a person and wasn’t very big. However, when they 

looked into the cave through the entrance, it was pitch black inside. Therefore, they were hesitating 

whether they should all enter. 



“Master, leave the vanguard to me!” Feng Zhan said with an ingratiating expression. It looked extremely 

obedient. 

“Let’s go in together!” Leng Ruoxue thought for a while and said. There were level-eight super divine 

beasts inside. She was really worried about letting Feng Zhan go in to scout. Furthermore, this was the 

Fire Fox’s home, so they should be very familiar with the situation inside.. With the two Fire Foxes 

leading the way, it would definitely be much safer than Feng Zhan going in himself. 

Chapter 690: The Adorable Beasts (2) 

 

“En, en.” Feng Zhan quickly nodded his head and obediently stood on Leng Ruoxue’s shoulder. 

“Miss, apart from that level-eight Transcendent Divine Beasts, there shouldn’t be any other danger 

here.” The male fire fox thought for a while and said. Even though this was their home, they had never 

ventured deep into the volcano before. Hence, they were not very clear about what was in the depths of 

the volcano. 

“En, let’s go in!” Leng Ruoxue turned around and said to everyone. 

As soon as Leng Ruoxue finished speaking, the Fire Fox couple jumped into the cave first, followed by 

Feng Zhan, Charm and Baby. 

“Xue’er, I’ll go in first!” The demon said, then bent down and entered the cave. 

“Okay.” Leng Ruoxue agreed. She knew that the demon wanted to protect her, so she was very willing to 

give this opportunity to the demon. 

When everyone entered the cave one by one, they were surprised to discover that the situation inside 

was different from what they had seen outside. From the outside, the inside of the cave was pitch-black. 

However, after entering, they realized that it was actually very spacious and bright inside. There were 

even sparks flashing on the fiery red walls from time to time. Moreover, the fire-attribute spiritual 

energy here was also quite rich! 

“Feng Zhan, this place seems to be bigger than the volcano beneath your Phoenix Nest!” Leng Ruoxue 

sized up the surroundings before speaking. 

“Yes.” Feng Zhan nodded. This place was indeed much better than the volcano beneath their Phoenix 

Nest because the area here was large enough. Moreover, the location of their Phoenix Nest wasn’t 

something that could be chosen by the Phoenix Clan. Otherwise, they would have chosen a good place 

to be their home! 

“Miss, that level-eight Transcendent Divine Beasts should be at the magma pool!” the male fire fox 

explained, because they also lived there. 

“Bring us there!” Leng Ruoxue instructed. 

“Yes.” The male fire fox nodded. Then, he led Leng Ruoxue and the others to turn left and right. Soon, 

they arrived at their former residence. 



After Leng Ruoxue and the rest reached the magma pool, they looked around but did not find any beast. 

As for Feng Zhan who was standing on Leng Ruoxue’s shoulder, when it saw the fiery red lava pool that 

was emitting bubbles, it was as if it saw its own family. It directly flew to the side of the lava pool and 

plunged in… 

“Uh! It doesn’t mind being hot!” Feng Da said with a face full of black lines. He was so scared that his 

heart was trembling, and he couldn’t help but let his imagination run wild. If it were him, he would have 

been roasted a long time ago. 

“Hmph! That Little Fire Bird loves lava the most.” Baby said with disdain. 

Just as Baby finished speaking, the wind and clouds suddenly changed. Two fiery red flames soared into 

the sky. One big and one small, they faced each other in midair… 

“Damn it, who dares to snatch my territory without a care for their own lives?” The huge flame roared 

angrily. Its powerful voice frightened Feng Da and the others so much that they were trembling all over. 

Uh! Of course, they weren’t scared. It was just that this voice was too valiant, comparable to the lion’s 

roar. 

“Tch, this is clearly the territory of those two big foxes. You actually have the nerve to say that it’s 

yours.” Feng Zhan said with contempt. This was really a good place. No wonder this Fire Phoenix had 

taken a fancy to it. 

“You are the Fire Phoenix? Why haven’t I seen you before?” The huge flame felt the aura of its own kind 

and asked with some doubt. This Fire Phoenix’s aura was very unfamiliar. It wasn’t from their clan. 

“Who do you think you are? Why must I let you see me?” Feng Zhan said provocatively. Even though its 

strength was inferior to the Fire Phoenix, the Fire Phoenix’s bloodline suppression was no use on him. 

Moreover, it had many helpers. Therefore, it was child’s play to deal with this Fire Phoenix! 

“Damn it, do you know who I am? How dare you speak to me in such a manner?” The Fire Phoenix was 

enraged. The consequences were extremely dire. In addition, it was better to act than to be tempted. 

After which, it launched an attack towards Feng Zhan… 

In an instant, two balls of fire, one big and one small, intertwined. The fiery red flames burned with 

sparks, dancing in the enclosed cave… 

Everyone was dazzled by what they saw. 

“Young Lady, why isn’t Feng Zhan transforming?” asked Lü Tao in confusion. That fire phoenix was so 

huge, so Feng Zhan would be at a disadvantage if he disguised himself! 

“The small one is more agile.” Leng Ruoxue said with a smile. The difference in strength caused Feng 

Zhan to be very clear that even if he transformed, he would not be a match for this fire phoenix. 

Therefore, he might as well use the small one to fight the big one and pretend to be a pig to eat the 

tiger. 

“Miss, let me help it!” The male fire fox looked at the two balls of flames fighting in mid-air and said 

eagerly. It never expected that the beast that had stolen its territory was actually a fire phoenix. Sigh! 

The fire phoenix’s bloodline pressure was above it, and its body was burning with flames. No wonder it 



couldn’t tell what kind of beast it was! However, what surprised it even more was that the small bird 

was also from the Feng clan. 

“Go!” Leng Ruoxue nodded. She knew that the Fire Fox couple wanted to take revenge, so she naturally 

wouldn’t stop them! 

“Young Miss, that Fire Phoenix is a shrew! It’s really too scary,” Feng Da said with a face full of fear. Oh, 

this was the first time he had heard of a beast that claimed to be his mother! 

“Damn it, who are you calling a shrew!” Even though Feng Da’s voice was not loud, it could not escape 

the ears of a level-eight Transcendent Divine Beast. Therefore, when it heard someone call it a shrew, it 

was a little angry. Hmph! It especially hated hearing that word. Thinking of this, it split out a flame and 

attacked Feng Da… 

“Ah! Miss, save me!” When Feng Da saw the flame, he hurriedly cried for help. Boohoo… He did not like 

fire! 

Leng Ruoxue helplessly shook her head. After that, a fire attribute profound energy was released from 

her fingertip and she used the flame. 

“Eh! How could this be?” Seeing its own flame being absorbed by Leng Ruoxue, the Fire Phoenix 

couldn’t help but be momentarily stunned. 

“Oh, you are indeed a shrew. However, your opponent is me. You are not allowed to be distracted.” 

When Feng Zhan saw that the fire phoenix was actually in a mental state while fighting with it, it could 

not help but say with some dissatisfaction. 

“Damn it! You’re not allowed to call me a shrew!” The Fire Phoenix instantly returned to its senses when 

it heard the word shrew, and then it roared fiercely at Feng Zhan. 

 


